earlier histories' assumptions of continuity, and that their rhetorical strategies included representing themselves as untainted by their times and achieving 'plausibility' by enlisting the sympathies of at least some of their elite readership. It would have been helpful if B. had included a succinct summary of what he envisages as the work's overall argument at this point.
B. shows an enviable familiarity with the relevant bibliography. It is, however, unfortunate that he appears not to have had access to the latest edition of the fragmentary historians (The Fragments of the Roman Historians, gen. ed. T.J. Cornell), published in late 2013 (hereafter, FRHist). B.'s detailed analyses of Sallust, Livy, Velleius and Tacitus are perhaps the most successful part of his work. The material has, of course, been much studied, but B.'s discussions are scrupulous and yield many valuable insights. He gives close readings of the authors' main 'decadence discourses', particularly in proems and excursuses, and also includes detailed treatments of two celebrated debates, Sallust's on the punishment of the Catilinarian conspirators and Livy's on the repeal of the Lex Oppia. B. well brings out how Sallust's choice of the monograph form for the Catilina and Jugurtha enables him to achieve an exclusive focus on decadence themes in a way which was not possible for annalistic historians, and how, despite their heavy debts to Sallust, the three imperial writers each in their different ways avoided a wholly pessimistic standpoint. B.'s broader contentions are sometimes less convincing, and can indeed be hard to follow. The scope of his work also has its limitations. His discussion could profitably have been extended to further historical writers, for example Florus or contemporary Greek historians of Rome such as Dionysius. Despite his claims, B. in fact has relatively little to say about the social contexts of his authors' discourse.
I have my concerns too about B.'s handling of Republican historiography. Funeral laudationes and other gentilicial traditions will have been only one of the elements which contributed to the historiographical achievement of Fabius Pictor and his successors. B.'s discussions of Fabius Pictor and Cato's histories are much too confident about what can be established about these fragmentary works. What can be discerned about Fabius' account of the recent past from the meagre fragments and from Polybian passages probably deriving from it hardly justifies B.'s claim that it placed a strong emphasis on norm violations and implied that 'success-promising lines of continuity' ("erfolgsverheißende[n] Kontinuitätslinien") were under threat (51 f.). In his public utterances Cato certainly had much to say about his contemporaries' decadence, and it is likely enough that, as B. supposes, the theme figured in the later books of his Origines. However, its only possible trace in the fragments consists of a few references to women's adornment and other social customs, only two of which are explicitly attributed to the Origines (FRHist 5 F109, 119, 144 f., discussed by B. at 72 f.).
The final section of B.'s chapter on Cato (79-92) is devoted to his response to the Athenian philosophers' embassy of 155 BCE, without any clear relevance to his historical writing.
B. appears to envisage the pre-Livian annalistic histories of Rome from the foundation as providing narratives of successful continuity against which the 'decadence discourses' offered reactive "Gegengeschichten", but he has surprisingly little to say about these annalistic histories. As he acknowledges (98, (178) (179) (180) , Piso, who may well have been the first writer to provide a fully annalistic account of the Republic from its establishment to his own day, undoubtedly did give space to decadence themes, noting the arrival of ornamental furniture with Manlius Vulso's triumph in 187 and the overthrow of chastity signalled by a figtree portent in 154/153 (FRHist 9 F36, 40).
A new genre of Roman historical writing emerged in the later second century BCE: histories of the recent Roman past. The genre was pioneered then by Sempronius Asellio and (probably) Fannius, and their example was followed later by the Historiae of Sisenna and Sallust. These works of Sisenna and Sallust were organized annalistically, and the same was probably the case for those of Asellio and Fannius. As Cornell has remarked (at FRHist 1.248), this turn to exclusively contemporary history should be seen "as an innovation of the Gracchan age arising from political conditions". It is thus likely enough that Sallust's predecessors in this genre, like him, lamented the turbulent times which they were narrating as in decline from an earlier epoch of concord. B.'s long chapter on Sallust is exclusively devoted to the two extant monographs, and his later chapters include only cursory incidental references to Sallust's last and most ambitious work, the Historiae. The proem of this work, like those of its predecessors, identified the destruction of Carthage in 146 BCE as the start of Roman decline, but, whereas in the monographs Sallust had characterized earlier Roman history in entirely positive terms, here he claimed that it was only between the Second and Third Punic Wars that Rome enjoyed optimis […] moribus et maxima concordia and that much of the earlier period had been marred by discord and conflict between the patres and the plebs (Hist. 1.7, 11 M). This discrepancy deserves much fuller exploration than it gets in B.'s brief and belated dismissal (361).
